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Abstract— This paper describes a TCP splitting solution for
multi-access bent-pipe GEO satellite networks. Such networks
have a star topology with a large number of user terminals con-
nected to a hub over a satellite link with broadcast downlink and
multi-access uplink. In such systems, besides improving the end-
to-end performance of TCP, efficient usage of the multi-access up-
link is a key design objective. Most of the work done in the area of
TCP over satellite so far has focused on TCP splitting in point-to-
point satellite links. In this paper we first discuss the resource al-
location issues involved in TCP splitting over multi-access satellite
links. We then propose a TCP splitting scheme that uses Satellite
Transport Protocol [13] and is well integrated with the MAC pro-
tocol. We propose an efficient and fair scheduling algorithm at the
hub for uplink bandwidth allocation which works together with
Bandwidth on Demand (BoD), wherein the terminals request for
time slots to send data over the uplink. We mainly concentrate on
improving the performance of HTTP like applications which are
characterized by short bursty requests from clients to servers. We
have developed the ns simulator to have several new modules that
can be used to simulate a whole new range of satellite-terrestrial
network topologies, transport level proxies, and TCP and STP flow
control behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

DIGITAL satellites are extensively used for broadcasting
entertainment services. Their role in delivering broad-

band access to the Internet is becoming increasingly important
due to their high downlink capacity and large coverage. A first
generation of satellite systems that include a return channel was
recently specified by ETSI in [4].

One of the main hurdles in making these systems competitive
from a user standpoint is that they do not provide very good per-
formance for TCP-based applications such as HTTP. The per-
formance degradation of TCP over point-to-point GEO satellite
links is well understood by now (for a more detailed discussion
on this topic refer to [7], [8]). To briefly summarize, significant
bandwidth asymmetry, large amount of acknowledgment traffic
generated by TCP over the return channel, large round trip de-
lays (about 540 ms for GEO satellite links), small default win-
dow sizes of most client-server implementations, and unfair-
ness of TCP toward connections with larger round trip delays
are some of the reasons why TCP does not perform well over
point-to-point satellite links. Several mitigations have been pro-
posed to alleviate these problems. In particular splitting a TCP
connection into three different connections by having two prox-

ies, one at each end of the point-to-point satellite link, is known
to provide considerable performance gains.

However most of the work that has been done in this area so
far has considered only a point-to-point satellite link, i.e., a link
where there is no sharing of uplink bandwidth. On the other
hand, in several existing and proposed satellite systems, there
is a single hub connected to the Internet with a fast connec-
tion, and a large number of users connected to this hub through
a multi-access satellite link (a more detailed discussion on this
scenario follows in section III). Uplink bandwidth can be shared
in several possible ways, using slotted Aloha (very low through-
put), uniform static allocation to all the terminals (poor utiliza-
tion), and a pure Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) wherein before
transmitting any packet, the terminal has to request permission
from the hub (large delays and so low throughput). None of
these solutions by itself is good for TCP based applications and
hence there is a need to design a smart MAC protocol. As can
be seen through our studies, this MAC layer has considerable
influence on the higher layer protocols even with splitting. This
was our motivation behind studying TCP splitting in a multi-
access GEO satellite system. Our work can be easily extended
to the case of on-board processor satellite systems with some
modifications. Most of the work done so far has focused on
per connection performance, however we take an approach in
which we study the performance of the entire satellite system.

This paper has been organized in the following way. In sec-
tion II, we discuss the previous relevant work in this area. In
section III, we discuss the network scenario that we are consid-
ering. In section IV, we discuss the salient features of Satellite
Transport Protocol or STP (for a more detailed discussion on
STP, refer to [13]). Then in section V, we briefly discuss the
DVB-RCS [4] standard and in section VI we propose a new
MAC protocol that is consistent with this standard . In section
VII, we present some simulation results. In section VIII we talk
of possible future work and our conclusions.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

TCP performance over a satellite link can be improved by
adopting either one of the following two approaches; making
changes at the end client and server TCP stacks (most of the
mitigations proposed in [5] and [6]) or putting transport layer
proxies at each end of a satellite link which have been tuned to
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perform well over satellite links. The first option is not feasi-
ble since modifying TCP stacks of all the clients and servers is
not practical. The second option has been explored by a lot of
researchers with various implementations of proxies. [9] pro-
poses splitting and an optimized wireless link layer with selec-
tive ARQ. In [12] the authors propose a TCP splitting solution
with link level retransmissions to tackle packet losses due to er-
rors over the satellite link. In both these solutions, the authors
propose using TCP as the transport protocol over the satellite
link, but with certain modifications.

Then there is the work on the Satellite Transport Protocol
(STP) [13], in which the authors have proposed a new transport
protocol for the split connection segment over the satellite link.
The STP has several advantages over other TCP based solutions
such as very large window sizes, low return channel usage, se-
lective acknowledgments with a facility for exclusive negative
acknowledgments, etc. However the protocol was mainly de-
signed for point-to-point satellite links. As a result its perfor-
mance may not be equally good, if the underlying MAC proto-
col adds variable delays in packet transmission. We propose a
new MAC protocol for uplink bandwidth sharing which is fine-
tuned to work together with STP.

III. NETWORK SCENARIO
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Fig. 1. Network Scenario: Broadcast Downlink and Multiple-access Uplink

Fig. 1 illustrates the geostationary bent-pipe satellite system
that we consider. In such a system, there is a central hub which
is connected to the Internet by a fast connection. Terminals
connect the users’ equipments (i.e., PCs) to the hub through the
satellite system. The hub uses the downlink to send packets to
all the terminals while the terminals share the uplink channel
to send packets to the hub. There is considerable asymmetry
between the downlink and the uplink (sometimes referred to as
forward and return channels respectively), since the downlink
is broadcast with high capacity while the uplink is multi-access
(MF-TDMA) and has a much lower capacity. This bandwidth
asymmetry should suit the traditional client-server applications
since most user terminals are connected to clients. Besides, a
large portion of the data consists of Web traffic. As a result,
most of the data is expected to flow from the hub to the ter-
minals. In particular for HTTP traffic, the uplink data consists
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Fig. 2. Single TCP connection split into three connections, TCP-STP-TCP

only of acknowledgments and small HTTP GET requests to re-
trieve data from the server (excluding the initial connection es-
tablishment SYN packets). However, even if the data flow in
itself is asymmetric, there could be a large number of termi-
nals connected to the hub, and not all the terminals are active at
the same time. Even among the terminals which are active, the
intensity of traffic to and from each terminal may vary consid-
erably.

The MAC protocol design should consider all these factors
and co-ordinate the sharing of the uplink bandwidth between
the terminals. Besides, for HTTP like applications, the key de-
sign objective is to minimize the response time of retrieving
an object once a request has been sent. We consider the TCP
splitting solution where we use STP as the transport protocol
over the satellite segment of the split connection as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The proxy application does the job of transferring data
from STP’s buffer to TCP’s buffer (or TCP’s buffer to STP’s
buffer) depending on the amount of free buffer space available
in the TCP’s buffer (STP’s buffer). Thus, it is the proxy appli-
cation that is responsible for the flow control co-ordination of
the three segments.

IV. SATELLITE TRANSPORT PROTOCOL (STP)

STP is a transport protocol that was designed to perform well
over a satellite link. It is a modification of the original SS-
COP protocol [14]. The STP sender and receiver use buffer
sizes that are of the order of the bandwidth-delay product of
the link. Satellite links are characterized by a large bandwidth-
delay product due to very high round trip times and therefore
most common implementations of clients and servers who use
4KB to 8KB of window sizes do not operate well over the satel-
lite links. STP solves this problem by having a window size
as large as 240KB. STP also uses selective negative acknowl-
edgments to recover from packet losses. The acknowledgment
scheme of STP is interrupt driven and not packet driven like
TCP wherein the sender periodically polls the receiver and re-
quests for acknowledgments. The polling period could be as
high as one RTT, which means that irrespective of how fast
data is sent to the receiver, only one acknowledgment needs to
be sent during one RTT. In case of TCP, if n TCP segments
are sent during one RTT, as many as n/2 acknowledgments
need to be sent. This results in a much lower return channel
usage in case of STP. Polling enables the transmitter to flush
out those packets which have been successfully received by the
receiver and retransmit only the lost packets. STP uses a TCP-
like congestion control scheme, however there are no retrans-
mit timers associated with each segment (since there is periodic
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polling). Slow start is entered only once when the connection
is first established. All these design features make STP an ideal
choice for a transport protocol over the satellite link. We made
a small change to the STP implementation from [13] wherein
the sender (i.e., the hub) polls the receiver only if there is unac-
knowledged data in the pipe. This reduces the control traffic for
persistent HTTP connections which often have long silent peri-
ods. The acknowledgment packets from all the STP receivers in
a terminal were also aggregated into a single packet for ease of
bandwidth allocation at the hub and also to minimize the band-
width overhead. At the hub, the information in this packet was
then demultiplexed and passed on to the STP senders.

We also observed a few subtle issues that arise if we try to
use STP as it is over a multi-access link. We know that the
acknowledgment and the control traffic generated by an STP
receiver over the return channel is very little as compared to the
TCP ACK traffic. This also implies that very few acknowledg-
ment packets are generated by the receiver and each of these
acknowledgment packets is very important from the point of
view of flow control, congestion control and error recovery. So
any delay experienced by these control packets seriously de-
grades the connection throughput. In presence of a MAC layer
over a high delay satellite link, packets might have to face large
and variable media access delays.

Through our studies we found out that these delays were
not a big problem for HTTP like applications where more than
throughput, it is the response time that matters. With the large
buffer sizes that STP uses, even if the acknowledgments get de-
layed by small amount, the performance still does not degrade.
However for bulk transfer applications such as FTP, the MAC
layer latencies can cause a reduction in throughput. This how-
ever is not the topic of this paper. As we will demonstrate,
by designing a smart MAC, even STP performance for HTTP
like applications can be improved. The MAC protocol that we
propose is fully compliant with the DVB-RCS ([4]) standard,
which we briefly discuss in the next section.

V. DVB-RCS MAC

The DVB-RCS standard, [4] specifies a MAC layer in which
the hub controls the sharing of the common satellite uplink by
the terminals. The uplink is MF-TDMA which basically means
that there are several TDMA channels, each being subdivided
into frames. Each frame consists of time slots of fixed length.
This fixed length could either correspond to one ATM cell of
53 byte length (48 bytes for payload), several ATM cells, or
MPEG-2 packets of 188 byte length (184 bytes for payload).
When a terminal wishes to transmit data over the uplink, it first
explicitly requests for the correct number of time slots from the
hub. The hub receives the time slot requests from all the termi-
nals and periodically runs a scheduling algorithm for allocating
the available time slots and creates an allocation table called
the Burst Time Plan (BTP). The hub then broadcasts this BTP
to all the terminals. The terminals look at the received BTP and
then transmit their data during the alloted time slots. Besides
this request-allocation procedure, the hub could also allocate a
fixed number of time slots to certain terminals on a periodic ba-
sis, thereby guaranteeing a certain minimum uplink bandwidth
to those terminals.

VI. PROPOSED MAC PROTOCOL

Since the uplink traffic mainly consists of acknowledgments
and bursty short data packets, allocating a static rate to a termi-
nal over the uplink leads to a wastage of uplink time slots. Be-
sides, in presence of a large number of terminals with varying
activities, the static allocation of bandwidth means that there
are terminals that need more bandwidth but cannot have any,
while there are terminals that do not need all the bandwidth
alloted to them. Hence a pure static allocation of bandwidth
is not a good solution. On the other hand having the terminal
request time slot for each and every packet would mean that
the all important HTTP GET requests get delayed leading to a
higher response time.

We propose a bandwidth allocation algorithm which is a
combination of Bandwidth on Demand and dynamic allocation
of free bandwidth. In this scheme, the terminals look at their
current interface queue length and the number of time slots al-
located to them in the current BTP (Burst Time Plan), and then
request the required number of time slots from the hub. These
requests are periodically piggybacked with data frames. The
hub does a fair allocation of available bandwidth to satisfy the
requests. If there are any free time slots left after this alloca-
tion, they are again distributed fairly among the terminals. By
“fair”, we mean fairness in terms of the number of connections.
The MAC layer gets the information about the number of active
connections between the hub and a given terminal from the un-
derlying transport layer. The weight assigned to each terminal
is proportional to the number of STP connections in it. Band-
width on Demand ensures that our MAC protocol is responsive
to the occasional traffic bursts at the terminals, while the free
time slot allocation based on the number of connections ensures
fair sharing of the available bandwidth.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We used ns-2 (version 2.1b8a) for our simulations. The sim-
ulator has some built-in support for creating various satellite
network topologies. With the original simulator, it is possible
to create a satellite network with a GEO satellite node in the sky
and several terminals on the ground. Each of these nodes have
an interface consisting of a physical layer, a MAC layer and a
satellite link layer. However the only MAC layers supported
were point-to-point link and slotted ALOHA. Besides the rout-
ing modules did not support a topology consisting of satellite
as well as terrestrial nodes. We added new routing modules
to the simulator so that the satellite nodes and the terrestrial
nodes could co-exist in the same topology. This enabled us to
simulate a truly heterogeneous network consisting of terrestrial
client nodes connected to the satellite hub through the terminals
over the satellite link.

We added new interface objects so as to simulate a channel
that has a broadcast downlink and a multi-access uplink. We
added a new MAC layer for simulating MF-TDMA over the
uplink with Bandwidth on Demand (BoD). In this design, the
uplink is time slotted into slots of 53 byte length each to match
the DVB-RCS specifications. The terminals located at different
geographical locations were synchronized through the periodic
beacon signals sent by the hub, and this ensured that in spite
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of different propagation delays, all the terminals had a common
notion of the time slot allocation. The terminals can also request
time slots from the hub by piggybacking their requests on data
frames.

The original implementation of TCP and STP in ns did not
have any support for flow control since applications were as-
sumed to consume the data passed on to them by the trans-
port layer instantaneously. The proxy application however con-
sumes data from one of the transport agents and passes it on to
the other if there is free space in the receiving agent’s buffer.
This means that the application consumes data at a rate which
depends on the state of the two underlying transport agents.
Hence we implemented flow control in TCP as well as STP
to simulate the correct overall flow control behavior. Modifi-
cations were made to the STP implementation obtained from
[15] so as to make it fully duplex. We used send and receive
buffers of size 8KB for standard TCP, and 64KB for STP. The
STP sender polls the receiver once every two round trip times.

We used these modified duplex TCP and STP agents together
with the web caching support in ns to simulate a fully duplex
HTTP agents. The HTTP agent at the client sends HTTP GET
messages for retrieving objects from the server and the server
tries to send the data as fast as the network allows it to. Each
agent simulates a persistent HTTP/1.1 connection in which
GET requests are pipelined back to back over the same TCP
connection. Each client agent generates requests with a Poisson
point process model once every 2 seconds. The client always
requests objects of fixed size (4KB). The simulator scripts that
were developed in this work could be found at [16]
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Fig. 3. Simulation Scenario: 20 terminals connected to the hub.

Fig. 3 illustrates the network topology that we simulated. It
consists of 20 terrestrial user PCs connected to 20 satellite ter-
minals through a 10Mbps link. These satellite terminals were
connected to a central hub through a satellite link. This satel-
lite link is characterized by an uplink bandwidth of 100Kbps
and a downlink bandwidth of 50Mbps. We chose these settings
because we were interested in studying the effects of uplink be-
ing the bottleneck and so we over-provisioned the downlink so
as to remove any effects of congestion over the downlink. The
100Kbps bandwidth of the uplink was to be shared by the 20 ter-
minals by using a MAC protocol which was controlled by the
hub. The uplink is time slotted into slots of 53 byte length each
of which 48 bytes are for data (DVB-RCS standard [4]). This
effectively leaves a useful bandwidth of about 91Kbps. The
hub is connected to 20 servers through 10Mbps links. Again

we over-provision the bandwidth on these links and have sepa-
rate server for each client with a separate connection since we
do not want the effects of congestion on the terrestrial links to
impact our study of the multi-access uplink. Typical satellite
networks have a small uplink capacity which is to be shared
by the terminals and the downlink is usually a high capacity
channel. We are trying to simulate such scenarios. In order to
simulate the heterogeneity of the user population, we attached
5 HTTP agents to 10 user nodes and 1 HTTP agent to the rest of
the 10 user nodes each (a total of 60 HTTP connections). The
simulation period was chosen to be 80 seconds.

We simulated three different scenarios:

A. Scenario 1: TCP end-to-end with static sharing of uplink
and no BoD

This is the worst possible scenario in which the uplink band-
width is equally divided between all the terminals and there is
no Bandwidth on Demand. If there is extra traffic at one termi-
nal and no traffic at another, there cannot be any redistribution
of bandwidth. We also tried to simulate TCP with BoD, but the
large BoD delays caused TCP to timeout on most occasions.

B. Scenario 2: TCP splitting with STP, BoD and uniform shar-
ing of remaining capacity

In this scenario, we split an end to end TCP connection into
a TCP connection between the client and the terminal, an STP
connection between the terminal and the hub and a TCP con-
nection between the hub and the server. During connection es-
tablishment, a proxy does not reply to the client until it receives
a reply from the server. This prevents the proxy from respond-
ing to a client without confirming the existence of the server.
The terminals request time slots from the hub for transmitting
data over the uplink every 250ms. The hub tries to satisfy all
the bandwidth requests and then distributes the remaining band-
width equally among all the terminals. The hub broadcasts the
BTP once every 250ms.

C. Scenario 3: TCP splitting with STP, BoD and non-uniform
sharing of remaining capacity

This scenario is similar to the one described above with a
slight modification to the BoD algorithm. In this case, the hub
allocates the free time slots among the terminals in proportion
of the number of connections in that terminal. This ensures that
the terminals who currently have a high traffic load get a higher
share of the available free bandwidth which in turn reduces their
BoD delays. The MAC layer at the hub gets information about
the current number of connections to all the terminals from the
underlying STP agents.

From the above simulation results in Table I, the following
observations can be made:

• Using TCP as it is over a satellite link with static band-
width allocation over a low bandwidth channel leads to
extremely poor HTTP performance with large delays and
very low throughput. It also uses a lot of return channel
bandwidth due to the frequent acknowledgments that are
sent from the clients to the server. This is not surprising
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Total no. of HTTP 1106 1628 1824
objects retrieved
Mean Response 2.25 0.87 0.83
time (seconds)
Maximum Response 13.14 8.42 7.49
time (seconds)
Downlink bandwidth 778 1155 1291
usage (Kbps)
Uplink bandwidth 44.77 23.91 26.27

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF HTTP PERFORMANCE FOR THREE DIFFERENT

SCENARIOS.

since the performance degradation of TCP over satellite
links is already well known.

• TCP splitting with STP and BoD gives an excellent per-
formance as compared to end to end TCP. Clients can re-
trieve about 47% more objects and sustain half the delay
as the previous case. STP works on periodic polling of
the receiver by the sender and this polling period can be
very large since the large STP buffers ensure that the data
flow is not slowed down if acknowledgments are delayed.
Hence even with BoD, STP can function efficiently. This
is reflected in the small response time in Table I. However
we could do better than this if the bandwidth allocation
explicitly takes into account the activity of each terminal.
This happens in scenario 3.

• In this scenario, the MAC layer at the hub knows the num-
ber of connections in each terminal and this helps it antic-
ipate the amount of traffic at each terminal. So after al-
locating all the requested BoD time slots, if there are any
more time slots left, the hub allocates them to the termi-
nal in proportion of the number of STP connections in that
terminal. This results in better response time and higher
throughput since terminals get time slots based on their ac-
tivity. There is a noticeable increase of 12% in the number
of HTTP objects retrieved as compared to scenario 2 and
a whopping 65% increase as compared to scenario 1. Also
note that both scenario 2 and 3 have almost half the band-
width usage of the return channel. This can be attributed to
the STP. Thus STP ensures low return channel usage while
dynamic rate allocation with BoD ensures small response
times for HTTP access.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the effects of bandwidth sharing in
a multi-access uplink on HTTP page transfer with TCP split-
ting and STP. We observed that our BoD scheme from scenario
3 integrates well with STP for HTTP like applications. We
also observed that by making the BoD aware of the number
of connections in each terminal, it is possible to get even better
throughput and smaller response times. We also developed the
ns simulator to support a whole range of features for studying
satellite networking, proxies and TCP flow control.

In the future we would like to investigate how the bulk trans-
fer of data with TCP splitting and STP is affected by the multi-
access nature of the uplink. As was mentioned earlier, the large
varying BoD delays are likely to have a more profound impact
on the bulk data transfer than the HTTP transfer since in bulk
transfer, the flow control co-ordination of STP and TCP gets
directly affected by the delays faced by the STP control traffic.
We are currently working on developing a MAC protocol which
decouples data and acknowledgment traffic of STP to ensure
prompt delivery of acknowledgments so that the BoD delays do
not slow down the co-ordinated flow control mechanism. We
are also doing an analysis of our protocol to quantitatively eval-
uate its performance gains.
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